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C    Cdim    Dm7   C
Put another nickel in

C      G         Cdim       C
In the nick - el - o - de - on

G     Cdim    Edim       G
All I want is lov - in' you

C      F       C      G
And music! music! music!

C    Cdim     Dm7   C
I'd do an y - thing for you

C      G         Cdim       C
An - y - thing you'd want me to

G     Cdim    Edim       G
All I want is kiss - in' you

C      F       C      C7
And music! music! music!

Bridge:
Dm7       G     Fdim        C    C/B  Am7
Clo - ser,   my dear, come clo - ser

Am7/G      G     Cdim Dm7   G7
The nic - est part of any mel - o - dy

C           Cdim        Dm7     G
Is when you're danc - ing close to me

C    Cdim     Dm7   C
So, put another nickel in

C      G         Cdim       C
In the nick - el - o - de - on

G     Cdim    Edim       G
All I want is lov - in' you

C      F       C
And music! music! music!